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ABSTRACT  

 One of the widespread of Internet revolution, is to discovery of information which are valuable form of online 
resources and well-known to become a research area. In general, the derived knowledge is from social events, which 
are explicit to, social news media, and also there are reliable to the content. In addition the Internet is being a free and 
release forum in sequence to exchange, and has recently seen an interesting experience in social media. There publish 
unverified content in social media, regular, non-journalist users and are able to and state their interest in assured events. 
This study focuses on social event for recognizing significant topic to the news event position towards the Twitter. In 
the initial stage, the generations of social news are getting together and preprocessed to get rid of the unrelated tags 
and noises. And developed an novel algorithm named User Attention and Interaction”. The social factors are 
considered with the Media Focus (MF), User Attention (UA) and User Interaction (UI) is a development over the 
composed twitter events. The prevalence of media Focus is discussed in these topics, User Attention (UA) represents 
the sequential prevalence of the present topics and User Interaction (UI) talk about the power of the present topics. 
These features are been analyzed and they are been positioned under unsupervised frameworks. It is been concluded, 
to achieve a combined, filtered and social rank of social media events occurring in the Twitter dataset. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

It is stated in the Wikipedia that the social network service are “focusing on construction and validating the online 
communities for social networks of people who contribute the interests and activities. And the interested one is 
exploring the attention and behavior of others, who are having the necessary to use the software in the online platform.” 
The publishment of OCLC make available to the following description of social networking sites: “Web sites are 
mainly intended to make possible with the interaction among users who are interested to share, the attitudes and 
activities, such as Facebook, Mixi and MySpace.” The display place is given that the social connection of single user 
to the supplementary user where they split the personal information, knowledge, etc [1].The recognition of social 
networking services is having the ease of usage in the excited organizations with the potential areas of variety. 
Nevertheless, they are successful make use of of social networking services providing a amount of challenges that are 
including in the institutional along with the long-term sustainability of the services [2]. The user are more concerns 
about the overall usage of social tools in a work or study situation; a diversity of technical problems and authorized 
issues such as copyright, privacy, accessibility; etc.  

The institutions are advised toward user to think about the implications carefully before initiating the promoting 
important usage of such services to be handled. The QOS is one of the major concept in this social link, if the target 
service are having the similar value in this case the QOS properties are having in the lacking of the availability, 
reliability and the quality are been ensure in this type of issues. In order to publish the service in the linked social 
network, the services are having the relationship between the functionality [3]. It is used as a social platform for the 
computer-mediated communication. And they are one of the growing strategies of the social service in the personal 
network online services. And also a peer to peer network approaches are also been carried out in this type of service 
oriented method which are more useful in the various types of external networks [4]. 

Along with this the tie are also taken into the consideration in this method it is the OSN. The weak ties are called 
to be positive weak tie, whereas, in the social network there are two types of weak ties one is the positive weak tie and 
the negative weak tie [5]. They are also involved in the dynamic social network where the organization is done on the 
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tree based structure to conduct the real value data which are been represented in the form of the social network service 
in the online approaches. The main idea of this paper on social network relies on the making an support in the learning, 
and the undertaking the members in the numerous organization, engaging with the other for the business and the 
services, easy to use the application and the information in the social networking, benefit in the use of the common 
interface. Some of the examples of social network is that the Facebook, MySpace, Ning, Twitter, all this type of 
network are been used in the form to share the services among themselves [6].  

The main contribution of this paper focuses on the relevant topic searching in the twitter page and ranking them 
according to the unsupervised framework in the social media by proposed a novel algorithm namely,” User Attention 
and Interaction”. The following paper are been organized as Section II, is the Literature survey, and the Section III is 
the working of the proposed system architecture and the. Section IV, is the Experimental results and the Section V is 
the of the Conclusion. 

   II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Y. Chen, et al, proposed an emerging topic organizations Micro blog services have emerged as an essential 
way to strengthen the communications among individuals and organizations. These services promote timely and active 
discussions and comments towards products, markets as well as public events, and have attracted a lot of attentions 
from organizations. In particular, emerging topics are of immediate concerns to organizations since they signal current 
concerns of, and feedback by their users. Two challenges must be tackled for effective emerging topic detection. One 
is the problem of real-time relevant data collection and the other is the ability to model the emerging characteristics 
of detected topics and identify them before they become hot topics. To tackle these challenges, we first design a novel 
scheme to crawl the relevant messages related to the designated organization by monitoring multi-aspects of micro 
blog content, including users, the evolving keywords and their temporal sequence. We then develop an incremental 
clustering framework to detect new topics, and employ a range of content and temporal features to help in promptly 
detecting hot emerging topics. Extensive evaluations on a representative real-world dataset based on Twitter data 
demonstrate that our scheme is able to characterize emerging topics well and detect them before they become hot 
topics [7]. 

  J. Chen, et al, obtained an evolution model of connecting the hot topics are usually those breaking news 
discussed most at online forums, especially micro blogging systems, such as twitter, which helps to learn user 
concentration and public opinion. This paper focuses on the problem of predicting emerging hot topics. Previous 
prediction models usually focus on building the content profile to discover the hot topics; they may neglect the social 
network function or overlook the keyword feature of the post. In this paper, we address this problem by introducing a 
combined model using the content and the connection information. We define the concept of topic hotness, introduce 
the algorithm calculating the hotness with content based hotness and connection based hotness, and finally we predict 
those emerging hot topics by the hotness evolution model [8]. 

H. Kwak, et al, discussed about the Twitter based social network micro blogging service less than three years 
old, commands more than 41 million users as of July 2009 and is growing fast. Twitter users tweet about any topic 
within the 140-character limit and follow others to receive their tweets. The goal of this paper is to study the 
topological characteristics of Twitter and its power as a new medium of information sharing. The crawled the entire 
Twitter site and obtained 41.7 million user profiles, 1.47 billion social relations, 4,262 trending topics, and 106 million 
tweets. In its follower-following topology analysis we have found a non-power-law follower distribution, a short 
effective diameter, and low reciprocity, which all mark a deviation from known characteristics of human social 
networks. In order to identify influentials on Twitter, they ranked users by the number of followers and by Page Rank 
and found two rankings to be similar. Ranking by re-tweets differs from the previous two rankings, indicating a gap 
in influence inferred from the number of followers and that from the popularity of one's tweets. And analyzed the 
tweets of top trending topics and reported on their temporal behavior and user participation. We have classified the 
trending topics based on the active period and the tweets and show that the majority (over 85%) of topics are headline 
news or persistent news in nature. A closer look at re-tweets reveals that any re-tweeted tweet is to reach an average 
of 1,000 users no matter what the number of followers is of the original tweet. Once re-tweeted, a tweet gets re-tweeted 
almost instantly on next hops, signifying fast diffusion of information after the 1st re-tweet. To the best of our 
knowledge this work is the first quantitative study on the entire Twitter sphere and information diffusion on it [9]. 
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 W. Li, et al, obtained an DAG-structured Mixture model for Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) and other 
related topic models are increasingly popular tools for summarization and manifold discovery in discrete data. 
However, LDA does not capture correlations between topics. In this paper, we introduce the pachinko allocation model 
(PAM), which captures arbitrary, nested, and possibly sparse correlations between topics using a directed acyclic 
graph (DAG). The leaves of the DAG represent individual words in the vocabulary, while each interior node represents 
a correlation among its children, which may be words or other interior nodes (topics). PAM provides a flexible 
alternative to recent work by Blei and Lafferty (2006), which captures correlations only between pairs of topics. Using 
text data from newsgroups, historic NIPS proceedings and other research paper corpora, we show improved 
performance of PAM in document classification, likelihood of held-out data, the ability to support finer-grained topics, 
and topical keyword coherence [10]. 

K. Liu, et al, discussed about the Geo-tagged video data generated by user’s boom continuously, making 
sense of large scale data archives is considered as a critical challenge for data management. Most existing learning 
techniques that extract signal-level contents from video data struggle to scale due to efficiency limits. With the 
development of pervasive positioning techniques, discovering hot topics from multimedia data by their geographical 
tags has become practical: videos taken by advanced cameras are associated with GPS locations, and geo-tagged 
videos from YouTube can be identified by their associated GPS locations on Google Maps. It enables us to know the 
cultures, scenes, and human behaviors from videos based on their spatio-temporal distributions. However, meaningful 
topic discovery requires an efficient clustering approach, through which coherent topics can be detected according to 
particular geographical regions without out-of-focus effects. To handle this problem, this paper presents a filter-
refinement framework to discover hot topics corresponding to geographical dense regions, and then introduces two 
novel metrics to refine unbounded hot regions, together with a heuristic method for setting rational thresholds on these 
metrics. The results of extensive experiments prove that hot topics can be efficiently discovered by our framework, 
and more compact topics can be achieved after using the novel metrics [11]. 

Gilbert et al, developed a Practical Attack to De-Anonymize Social Network Users, that exploits group 
membership information that is available on social networking sites. There exists some kind of hierarchy within a 
group. That is, particular members can hold the role of administrators or moderators, which grants them some special 
privileges. To determine the group membership of a user, web browser history stealing attacks is used. Thus, whenever 
a social network user visits a malicious website, this website can launch de-anonymization attack and learn the identity 
of its visitors. The information about the group memberships of a user is sufficient to uniquely identify the user [12]. 

Lujun et al, has introduced security and privacy wizards for social networking sites. The goal of the Wizard 
is to automatically configure a user's privacy settings with minimal effort from the user. Ideally, the wizard should 
satisfy the following requirements: Low Effort, High Accuracy. A generic framework is developed for the design of 
a privacy wizard. . This type of interaction is ideal for non-technical users, who have difficulty reasoning holistically 
about their policy configurations [13].  

Hassan et al, have proposed a process towards active detection of identity clone attacks on online social 
networks. A new attack called Identity Cloning Attack (ICA), which focuses on forging user profiles on OSNs, has 
been introduced. In this attack, the adversary first tries to find ways to obtain a victim’s personal information, such as 
name, location, occupation and friends list from his public profile on OSNs or his personal homepage(s) [14].  

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this proposed work, we are searching the relevant topic regarding the twitter page using the user attention 
and interaction method. Here, the initial step is that removing the irrelevant topic under the tweets search, by 
unsupervised framework; that are depending on the un-labeled content. Which are illustrating with the personal 
emotion is removed. And also the topic which are hot to relevant search are been taken into account and they are been 
filter and ranked at least once. And finally, the tweets which is more relevant to the topic are been chosen for the 
resultant data. The user attraction is used in the temporal representation of the prevalence of the current topic 
requirement. Whereas, user interaction method are used for the collection of event which are been hosted by the tweets 
in the media focus. And then finally the resultant data are been ranked in such an order of unsupervised framework. 
And it is achieved by the consolidated filter which are been ranked in the social media event which are occurring in 
the twitter.   
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Fig.1 Basic flow processing 

The main objective of this work, is to reduce the noise by the filter process and the capture the news in the 
twitter site, and also the news are also been filtered based upon the topics and also the Quality of Service are also been 
concentrated in order to better coverage of the news. The starting part are having the preprocessing where the key 
terms which are been used for the searching process are filtered from the news that are equivalent in occurs to the 
particular time period. The Fig. 1 represents the basic flow of tweets that the person are been using in day to day life. 
The registration is carried out in between the user and OSN for the registration of the twitter. Where the user login to 
the page of the twitter and views the profile and also finds the friends and creates the new tweet and upload the content 
in the page. The major task of this is to rely on the number of followers in the site. The administrator is used for the 
authentication between the user and the OSN (Twitter). 

The ranking is been carried out by using the key term, for example if the keyword is non-English means then 
the search are giving the tweets which are only in the format of English and it omits the non-English content. And the 
other method is that making the range according to the month of search from January to December. By making this 
type of range it makes the task easier and also the searching are taken relevant to the requirement. The ranking is been 
done according to the user concern and both the user attention and the interaction is commonly used for processing 
the tweets and the unlabeled content are making the framework for the unsupervised method where the preprocessing 
is done for the filtering of the noise in the social media. The main concept is to consolidate the both the social news 
and social media must be identified and make a rank based twitter dataset. The fig.2 is the representation of the user 
and the OSN that are been authorize in between the Admin and the connection is in between the OSN and user having 
the user interaction (UI) and the user attention (UA). 
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Fig.2 Proposed System Design 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

The implementation is done using the programming language JAVA/J2EE, and the twitter are been having the 
database in the form of SQL. The implementation result are shown in the below content with the representing 
screenshots of the user login in the page of twitter. The initial task is to login on the twitter page by giving the 
user name and the password which is shown in the Fig. 3.  

 

Fig.3 Login page 

      Here, the E-mail id and the password are used to make a login section and it is been carried out by the 
administrator. Where, only the authorized user only access their profile by uploading, creating the tweets etc.,  
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Fig. 4 Registration of the user 

       The above fig.4 shows the image export from the particular place called as a database, where the image are been 
taken and uploading it in the twitter page for the access of the user in the site. The database is having the number of 
user images saved for the further processing of the login section.  

 

Fig.5 Twitter page 

        The initially when the image are been uploaded from the database then the password are been given for the 
access. Then the notification mail is send to the user mail id for the confirmation of the authorized user. Then Fig.5 
shows the login page of the twitter which is having the box of message for the creation of the tweets and also the file 
can also be uploaded.  

 

Fig.6 Posting on the Twitter 

      The Fig.6 represents the two types of tweets are been taken place they are of trend for you in the  message that is 
the notification given for your account and the other one is the public tweets where the event which are done on the 
surrounding are given in the notification message box.  
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Fig.7 Profile Details 

      In this the person details are been shown when he is sign into the account, the person name, age, country, state are 
been displayed on this tweeter page. All users are having the unique user ID, for the access of the individual profile. 
And form this they are able to find these friends which are represented in Fig.7. 

 

Fig.8 Finding the followers 

     When the user find his friend, where the number of friends are been listed and also the number of followers are 
also been seen in the page. Here in Fig.8 shows the number of person he is following and the followers following his 
tweets and also another one is also been seen that is he can view the re-tweet done on this public tweet. 
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Fig.9 Notification of the status 

      The Fig.9 shows the person in the twitter are in the active or inactive are been seen in the status space and also the 
user name along with the user ID and DOB and the profile image are been display for the betterment of the search. 
When the person comes to the active state then the notification are been updated on the status space. 

 

Fig.10 Relevant content 

      Finally in fig 10, the search keyword is the Delhi bus incident and the search is been done on the user attention 
and the user interaction act in between the user and the OSN (Twitter). And the resultant set is been given as the trends 
for you in the tweeter site. Here, it is seen that the relevant content are been retrieved from the consolidated Twitter 
dataset in the social media. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

      In this paper, we are finding the relevant search of the twitter content in the social media along to the user attention 
and the user interaction. UA and UI is a development over the composed twitter events. The prevalence of media 
Focus is discussed in these topics, UA represents the sequential prevalence of the present topics and UI talk about the 
power of the present topics. And the screenshots are been provided that they can find the friends and also to view the 
profile. It is also meant that the social media are been done on the unsupervised framework and thus the final stage is 
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the consolidation of the relevant data in the twitter dataset. And it is been to better coverage of the social news and the 
Quality of Service. The ranking is done on the social media by means of the key term in our work the key term is the 
Delhi incident and the relevant tweet are been found in the trends for you from the public tweet. Thus, our work is 
better in filtering the relevant news in the media focus. 
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